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GSU ARCHIVES
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Assistant to the Provost to Retire
An educator for nearly 30 yean in the
Chicago south suburbs, Albert H. Martin,
bas announced be will retire March 1, 1978.
He currently is assistant to the provost at
Governors State University.
Martin completed his undergraduate
work at Southwest Missouri State
University, and completed graduate work
in history at the University of Chicago.
Following six years of teaching and school
administration in high schoo ls in Iowa and
Missouri , and service as a Naval officer in
World War ll, be began his first year in the
Chicago south suburbs as a social studies
teacher at Bloom Township bigb school in
1948. He subsequently served as counselor
of boy s and assistant principal at Bloom.
After a referendum appr oving the
establishment of a community college in
the Bloom district, Martin became the

boundaries were drawn to include the
Homewood-Flossmoor high school district,
the Rich township district, and the Crete
Monee district. 'ibe present name of
Prairie State College was then adopted.
When Martin resigned to take a position
with the newly organized Illinois Com·
munity College Board in 1966, the
enroUment bad grown from 125 to over
1,100 students. During this period the
college received full accreditation from
the North Central Association of Schools
and Colleges, and accreditation of the
dental assistants curriculum by the
Council on Dental Education of the
American Dental Association. Also for a
number of years the college was the first
in Illinois to have its program housed in a

building completed solely for the com·
munity college. Martin served as
secretary-treasurer, vice president, and
president of the IUinois State Association
of Junior Colleges.

founding dean and fli'St president in 1958.
Under legislation passed by the Illinois
General Assembly in 1965, the college

In 1966 he accepted a position as a
member of the staff of the newly organized
Illinois Community College Board. He
served as consultant in continuing
education and community services as well
as recognition officer.
In 1970 he was invited to become the
coordinator of community college
relations at Governors State University.
He served in this capacity until July 1,
1977. Martin also served as assistant vice
president for academic affairs from May
1, 1971 to July 1, 1977. During the academic
year of 1971-1972 he was acting vice

president for academic affairs. He was
appointed assistant to the provost July 1,
1977.
Martin and his wife, Helen, live in
Olympia Fields. Their future plans are
unannounced. They have a daughter, two
sons, and five grandchildren. The
daughter is an interior designer; one son is
a physician and the other an attorney.

Albert Martin

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
Park Forest South,
Illinois 60466
·
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President Malamnth Speaks at Bilinqual Banquet
Photo by ICC

"There is a group which should not be
forgotten: Your professors and teachers,
who, with their vision, imagination,
courage, creativity, and the love for
education and the community, have made
possible this program of bilingual
bicultural education."
Dr. Goodman-Malamuth's greeting to
graduates was translated into Spanish; he
was unable to be present.
The Latin American Student association
held its first banquet celebrating the
graduation of students. Guillermo
Rodriguez was chairperson. Present were
Dean Roy Cogdell of the College of Human
Learning and ·Development, and Program
Coordinator Mary Brottman, both of
Governors State University, as well as
4"epresentatives from districts that
cooperate with GSU's Title VII Grant. Dr.
Vinicio H. Reyes is director of the
bilingual-bicultural program at GSU.

Leo Goodman Malamuth II

Bilingual-bicultural graduates were
advised to "continue the perpetuation of
your inherited culture, and, at the same
time, continue creating means b:f' which
all can participate in American society."
President Leo-Goodman-Malamuth of
Governors State University also said in his
greeting to 40 graduates of the bilingual
bicultural education program at GSU, at
Latin Village Supper club, 2528 N. Lincoln
ave., Chicago:
"The fruits of your labor will not only be
a satisfaction for yourself, it will be lasting
satisfaction and ·a positive impact on the
Latin-American community.
"This night is a culmination of un
countable hours of work, study, and
personal
dedication.
I
want
to
congratulate your family, friends, and
members of the community who have
encouraged you to begin and finish this
important mission.
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Bilinqual Scholarship Offered
Illinois TESOL-BE (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages-Bilingual

Education) is now accepting Scholarship applications. The two scholarships to be
offered will be in the amount of $250.00each for the 1978-79 academic year.
To be eligible the applicant should be:

a) Preparing to work with people who learn English as a Second Language;

b) A high school senior, recent high school or college graduate, or student presently
enrolled full or part time in an accredited college or university program;

c) In need of financial assistance in order to continue his-her education;
d) A legal resident of Illinois, intending to work in the state of Illinois.

Anyone interested in applying for this scholarship should submit:
)) a letter which explains a need for the scholarship

2) a brief resume

3) a list of three references
4) a listing of any scholarships or other fmancial assistance that may be received.

Please send all

this

information

to:

Virginia M. Welninski

4900 N. Keeler Ave.

Chicago, Illinois 60630
(312 - m - 0402>

The deadline for filing completed applications is April1, 1978.

The scholarship will be given in the form of a check, payable to the recip ient upon
receipt of verification of registration in an accredited college or university program.

Douglas Alan Mann and Linda Murphy take the lead in this drama in G.S.U.

Theatre see page 5.

The Many Faces of America
.....

As SeenBy ForiegnStudents
Sola M Olukoya
Continued from last issue Part 2
Tundun Olabisi, a Nigerian student in
Tennessee is studying sociology with
emphasis in "Human Services". She
responded "good" to the question "How
are you finding your stay in America'!" By
good she meant that she had no initial
problem on arriving but her difficulty was
adj�.mting to the life of the people and the
food she had to eat.
"In Africa we have a variety of foods
fresh foods-which one can get daily. Here
most of the food is frozen or in cans except
certain kinds of vegetables. As for the
meat and chicken, they have a different
taste and I found out later that they were
being treated with chemicals".
By concentrating on her emphasis of
study she discovered that most of the
people she met were very humane and
willing to talk to her and learn more about
her area of descent. Human behavior, she
said is variable from place to place and
one has to acclimatize herself to the
conditions prevailing under such changes
to enable her stay to be fruitful and very
interesting.
What all these views amount to is that
foreign students, wherever they might
come from, have initial difficulties in the
United States. The fact that man is an
irrational creature, guided by his un
conscious, by self-interest, fears, guilt and
frustration and because man's actions are
caused by hunger, cold, desire and
frustration - the involuntary and un
conscious physical and psychological
states of man - there would be problems
for anyone going from his country of origin
to stay in another one for a period of time.
Some people find one point of view useful
and true in their professional capacity; at
the' same time, they may in their personal
lives hold, and no less strongly, beliefs that
conflict with their professional view others find - in their behavior attitudes, or
the things they most firmly believe in- that
they are straddling the fence: they con
tradict themselves by acting on different
occasions as if one could hold horns of
these dilemmas.
I have had the opportunity to study
America in depth before coming to this
country, but there were certain things I
found difficult to adjust to.
Americans are not all cold-hearted
people, especially those who constantly
deal with the public - foreigners in par
ticular. I remember my first day in the
United States. I left Africa in burning 88
degrees temperature, sweating profusely
under my clothes, but by the time I arrived
in New York, the 'temperature was -25
degrees below freezing point on that
January day. Poor me, I had no topcoat
and I failed to notify my friend that I was
coming. I had to disembark anyway. I got
out and ran back into the plane because it
was cold. Suddenly I dashed out, jumped
two steps of stairs at the same tune, on to
the snow and "Porn! ! " That was me on the
snow with a sprained knee and had to leap
into the airport building. The officials met
me with kind gestures and quickly walked
me through customs within ten minutes so
I could take care of myself. That was a
good !trst impression.

Back home, I never had to shiver by a
heater or keep seeping coffee or tea during
the day. America made me develop new
appetites in order to make proper use of
the supermarket - buying canned and
frozen foods.
American individualism shocked me
and I cannot get over it. On the face of it, it
is an admirable philosophy which
manifests itself in independence of the
community. You don't share in common;
you have your own things. Not even your
own brother or sister or relative can seek a
penny from you. The next day it is being
demanded. This is a cultural value, I
couldn't adhere to and some people sought
to take advantage of my open-handedness,
but I soon learnt my lessons that to live in
America, I have to behave like an
American.

Pap2

Playwrights Speak'

�

"
te," depicts the agonies, the
passlOns, the de�erred dreams, �d the
.
.
loss of m:'�1ration to a once v1brant
.
.
.
.
cr�tl\ e sptnt.
e settm� 1s a trd cage.
:
In � t hves a pamter, a J�zz smger, an
.
Afncan dancer, a superfiCial black actor,
a fash�on desi�er, and a new wave
revolutionary wnter.
.
.
.
The play whtch premtered at the Harnet
.
YWCA on January 16th, ts produced under
the �tronage of the . E ny Talent
Creative Arts Foundation s expanded
program, "Playwrights Speak."

T_h

�

�

The foundation is interested in cap
tivating, developing, and expanding the
creative juices of talent that flows through
the Black community. It provides an
opportunity for gifted new writers and
p<>ets to hear and see their works before a
select gtoup of people.
Well known playwright Oscar Brown,
Jrs. new production entitled
"Black
Stars" will premeire in the near future.
Runako Jahi, formerly Gregory Foster,
is also the author of "Mainline Blues· "

''Friends of Photography Workshop"

will come to GSU
Sola M. 0. Olukoya

Two of nine "Friends of Photography Workshops" of Carmel, Cal., will be at
Governors State University and the Chicago Art Institute.

Forty students will be accommodated at the university February 23-28. Cost is $175.
Further information may be obtained by telephoning 312-534-5000, X2446. The
workshop at Chicago Art Institute will be AugUst 18-23.
Let me try to explain why foreign
students think very highly of America.
When Europe after years of war. raoinlZ..
slavery, famine, intolerance, had sunk to
the level of a sewer, America became the
golden dream, the Eden where innocence
could be recovered. Original Sin was the
monopoly of that dirty continent over
there; in America man could glow in an
aura of natural goodness, driven along his
shining path by divine re�on.

The workshop at Governors State University will be designed more for the urban

photographer, and will include emphasis on earning a living with one's work.

For the working student, sessions on week days will be in the evenings. A full

program will be scheduled for the weekend.
Three California

photography;

professionals

Bill Owens,

will

be

staff:

Morley

Barr,

architectural

photo-journalism, and AI Weber, industrial-aerial

photography.

Financial Aids Comer

by Sondra Ricclardi
The Declaration of Independence itself
is a monument to reason. Progress was , ;l11QC. ;R·: �--� :»;· � >.ax ..._�. >a:�. � �-· .*<)MO: •;•· ��-�·">l�C<. ··�Y ··•· .>a;
possible, and the wrongs committed
Out of student concern and in response to submitted to this office by April3, l!n8. All
against the Indians, the wildlife, the land
student interest, a mutual decision was late applications - those coming in after
itself, could be explained away in terms of
made by Ralph Franklin in the Office of the April 3 Deadline will not be processed
the n a tional control of environment
Financial Aids and Sondra Ricciardi in the un•.il those who met the deadline are
necessary for the building of a New
Innovator Office to do a regular feature finished.
Jerusalem.
called Financial Aids Corner. In our
corner today we would like to begin with
some
information
about
summer
Now we would like to give you.an outline
But now Americans are subject to packaging, then give you an outline of of some of our future ideas:
original sin. The massive crime figures what to look forward to in the future, and
I. The Work-Study Program
can only be explained in terms of .absolute last but not least to invite your suggestions
a) General guidelines for students.
evil. An example of this occurred in my of what you would like to know about in
b) Time sheets.
second week in the United States in New future issues. You can bring your
c) Referrals.
York. My friend and I left home in the suggestions to the Office of the Innovator
d) Termination of Work Study.
morning to go to the Nigerian Consulate to the attention of Sondra Ricciardi.
2. Basic Equal Opportunity Grants
and by the time we came back most of our
Things to note now in regards to summer
TOTAL Amount of Awards.
belongings had bee n stolen. The robbers packaging, that is May thru August l!n8.
a) Categories of awards:
and
escape
came in by climbing the fire
lh time, lh time, full time.
smashing the window panes. Despite the
I. Summer budgetary form which you
b) Transferring of Grants.
fact that our neighbors heard them, as can pick up in the office of Financial Aids. 3. Illinois State Scholarship
they confirmed later, they could not call
2. A copy of your W-2 forms if you filed
a) The award for tuition.
the police due to fear of their own lives. I income taxes.
b) When to file (deadlines).
carry
begin to wonder why so many people
If you have no W-2 forms bring in a
c) Transferring the grant and what it
pistols and "Saturday Night Specials" statement explaining that you have none. pays for.
around. The reliance of lives is on weapons
3. A copy of the 1040A form (Federal
deadly weapons!
Income Tax) and a copy of the 1040A form
Again I want to invite students to submit
There is one major problem which most (State Income Tax)
their suggestions of what they would like to
foreign students face here and that is
Deadlines: All of the above must be learn more about.
financial. It is difficult who to blame in this
instance but it can be attributed mainly to
Foreign Exchange laws and controls in the
student's home country. A lack of living
expenses also contributes to the destitution
of some students. Were I in a position to do
Stars Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis will give a free public performance at Governors
it, I would award a medal of honor to the
State
University Wednesday, February 15.
U.S. Department of Justice, Immigration
"An Evening of Black America" by the wife and husband team will be at 7:30 p.m.
and Naturalization for their sympathy and

Reminder-Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis to Appear

the great restraints they exercise in
dealing with foreign students. Most
students are always confronted with
immigration problems and I think it's the
major problem of all foreigners. The fault
might be either way, but I don't want to
apportion any blames, since a student
could easily break a law without being
conscious of it. On the other hand, officials
might arrest without sufficient evidence.
These dilemmas always provoke conflicts
in which the officials usually step down if
there are no grave offenses involved.

Now that I have covered the main
problems or initial difficulties faced by
foreign students, I might as well propose a
solution, which I suppose would aleviate
the fears of would-be foreign students. It is
that the countries from where most
students come should organize orientation
courses for those wishing to travel over
seas. These courses should be conducted
by "sons - of - the - soil" who have been to
these countries with officials or diplomats

of those countries supplying additional
information. At the end of the courses,
each student would receive a certificate
which should be part of the credentials to
be p�ented in order to obtain a visa. In
this way, difficulties and problems, I hope
would

be weatlv. reduced.

in the recital hall of the College of Cultural Studies, under the auspices of the
university office of student activities.

Dignitaries of the Chicago area will also attend.

The production includes dramatic readings, anecdotes, and short scenarios by

Black authors. Some of the works are folk tales from early African tribes.

*....................................�.
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Gregg De Bartlo is on vacation

Decision Making By
Physicians to be discussed

\
Harry V. Roberts
Professor of StatistiCS. A.B.. Chi
cago, 1943; M.B.A, ib1d.,
1947; Ph.D., ib1d., 1955.

Dr. Harry Roberts of the Graduate
School of Business at the University of
Chicago will come to G.S.U. Wednesday,
February 15, 1!J78 to discuss decisi�n
making by physicians. The free publ� c
meeting which welcomes students will
offer free cookies and coffee and will be
held in room E-1104 at 2:30 p.m.
The speaker will discuss the wide�pr�d
belief that physicians tend to subm1t therr
patients to more diagnostic procedures
than can be justified by cost-benefit
analyses, and that consequently large
amounts of money are being wasted. The
speaker will also sketch background, and
then outline an approach to the use of
judgme ntal assessm ents in making
decisions on when to order an x-ray.
Dr. Roberts is a consultant on study of
efficacy of x-ray diagnosis, as well as on
application of statistics in research,
problem solving in business, military,
educational, and legal problems. He has
also written extensively.

PUBLICATION DATES AND ADVERTISING DEADLINES FOR 1!J78
DEADLINE DATE
February 7, 1978

February 21, 1978
March 7, 1978
March 21, 1978
April 4, 1978
April 18, 1!J78
May 2, 1978
May 2, 1978
May 30, 1978
June 13, 1978

PUBLISHING DATE
February 13, 1978

February 27, 1978

March 13, 1m
March 27, 1978
April 10, 1978
April 24, 1978
May 8, 1978
May 22, 1978
June 5, 1978
June 19, 1978

Any and all copy submitted to the Innovator
must

be typed and brought in to the

Innovator office no

later than 3:00p.m. on all

deadline dates.

�j�@fif��@jj@jj@jr@�@jj@j��f@j���ruii
Jimmy D
Is Back
AT THE SAME OLD LOCATION

222 MONEE RD.

PARK FOREST

These puppies and their mother were found abandoned in Shubert Woods, Jan. 15,
by two concerned Park Forest people. They are now ready to leave their mother and
in need of a caring home. If you want a cuddly puppy, contact Leah Soloff at 481-5253.

In and Around
Koswenda
I may be funny,
Lut I ain't no joke
Right now I'm feeling depressed. Two
very special ladies who work in the tutorial
center will not have a job after March.
(The center will still be open.) They both
are super people, and they do alot of good.
We waste money on alot of B.S., but can't
seem to find money for quality people to do
quality work.
I'm not bum rapping the school or the
state. But, the government wastes millions
on studies about the sex lives of fruit flies;
but can't find money to keep a really ex
cellent program going.
.Wefl, i'm not going to dwell on that for
too long. Both ladies are class people, and
class always wins out in the end. One lady
has a really important need to keep the
job; however, she doesn't need pity and
she's a very capable person. Hell! I'll spill
my guts. The lady needs to work special
hours; her child needs medical attention.
I'm sorry! She'll be angry, but I want to
say if anyone out there can:help....pledse
do.
Well, didn't think Koswenda had any
feelings but sexual.
As a favor to my friend Larry Lewis, I'll
print the statement abou � his �o frien ;
and their beautiful relatlonsh1p. Yes, 1t s
dull; but I couldn't print how Larry
described it.
I've always blown my horn about the
women I've dated, but most of it sounded
like hot air. But, I've date.d several special
ones at G.S.U.; and I'd like to say thank's
for the memories. Especially, to
one.....thanks dear. Especially, to
another ....we' 11 make some pleasant

�
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The following are revelant issues: we

SANDWICHES, DRINKS
HOURS 2 pm-48
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR CLASS,
OR RELAX AFTERWARDS

LIVE ENJERTAitWENT FRI. & SAT.

SOUTH II STUENKEL RD., TID LEF f II fOIE

need more parking sPa.ce, we need more
quality people like Carolyn Greer, Bob
Blue, Lance, Linda, Glenda, Odessa,
Pam, Zelda, Doug McNut, Clare Dailey,
Temmie Gilbert, Mel, Dr. Kong, Jeanne,
John Heinz, Phil, Art Fried, Pat
O'Sullivan, Della, Fran, Cathy Berry,
Terry, Sharon, Dianne, Theresa, etc., we
need more good writers on the staff-we
have some good ones (I don't include
myself>, we need less hassling about
problems and more cooperation, and we
need more true confession articles from
Matt.
Maybe, I'm mellowing with age; but I
can't think of anyone to knock. I'm not
angry at anyone. But, I do get angry about
the lack of student participation. I'm not
much of a student activist. We got them!
I'm into fun, love, romance, dancing,
fooling around, hope you're still reading.
In a word, we need more cooperation.
The Innovator needs your help to help you;
but please work with us and not over us.
Some may have valid points about the
mistakes made in the past....don't let that
kill the future.
Well, next time I'm going to write about
either passionate Pauline or give you a
discussion on the best way to bake
chocolate macroon cookies.
P.S.
Bill Shaffer is leaving the information
office. Who Cares? I do; he owes me
money. Hal Hal Good luck, Bill. You'll
need it. I hate the song ''Short People,'' but
it's a very close friend's favorite song.
To that friend, I like the Darth Vader in a
kissing booth comment.

Meetings to attend
Dr. Goodman-Malamuth will be holding
his first "Coffee and Conversation" of this
trimester, ana mvites all students to join him. U you have any questions, problems
or just want to say "hello" to the President•. stop 6;- the Hall of Governors on l'·eoruary 14

from 5 to 7.

P.A.G. will hold a meeting Tuesday February21, 1!J78 at 3:00in the theatre.

Please ... At least some courtesy
For your information and appraisal, as a new student at Governors State Univer
sity, I would like to relate the following.
In June of 1977 I received a letter stating that as a new student at Governors State I
was required to take a mandatory exam which would be given June 21st thru June

24th. So on June 24th I stayed home from work, came and sat for the exam. At this
time nothing was explained to me about the exam, as far as the consequences to me as
a student. After about eight weeks I called my college, Business and Public Service to
'
inquire about the results, to no avail.
Still not knowing whether the exam was of any consequence or not, over the next
.
eight
to ten weeks I called my college four times. Each time leaving a message asking
Mr. Mendelson to return my call. (Since I no longer had an assigned advisor). As time
went by, in addition to wanting to know the results and significance of the exam I
needed to know what could be done about a graduate class I had taken by mistake
(and approved by someone in BPS), that I had sat in nine weeks before the instructor

to the Editor
What Does G.S.U.really mean?

there remains a wall less visible, which
keeps people locked in an economic prison. told me that I was not suppose to be there.
This wall is reinforced by a lack of
On my fourth call I talked to a Mrs . Alexander who said she was Mr. Mendelson's
knowledge and job skills. These barriers secretary. She told me that she knew nothing about an exam if it was
not posted on the
prohibits people from living and par board outside
the office or on her sheet. I asked if that meant that the results were lost
ticipating to the fullest in our society.
and my lost of salary and time were to no avail. She replied that I would just have to
Governor State University was created to
take it over and proceeded to hang the phone up in my face.
help people overcome those barriers of the
A few days passed and Mr. Mendelson finally returned my call. He explained to me
rising cost of tuition, books, and tran
sportation as well as time consuming that I would have to fill out a slip for a new advisor. It is not done automatically. Also
bureau cratic procedu res that make that he knew nothing about the exam to check with Student Services, which I did.
overcoming these barriers more and more Again I was referred back to BPS.
difficult.
Well after making this last call back to BPS (to"'no avail). The very next morning
Often I've heard the "different" student
Mr. Mendelson called me on my job so keyed up he could hardly relate what he had
body at G.S.U. spoken of in derogatory
terms. The student body at Governor State called for. He started off by saying "Just what do you want, Mrs . Stevenson? I don't
is reflected of an increasing number of have the results of any exam. In the first place it's unimportant, it's done for
adult learners who are seeking to grow research purposes. You are the first student that ever called for the results of this
economically,
intellectually,
and particular exam. I threw it out a year ago. I don't keep things like that. As a matter of
culturally. Sylvia Porter once spoke of a fact I suggest you fmd you another school. We don't need you around here. Because
college degree as not only an advancement had I been here yesterday and you were
here I would have thrown you 9ut physically,
.
up the economic ladder but also as a and I mean physically.
sociological advancements for future
After this I proc�ed to try and explain to Mr. Mendelson had he returned my call
generations. Yes, the student body is
within a reasonable length of time, assigned me an advisor and explained to me the
"different" but it is a special difference
that includes untapped sources of first time that I talked to him why the exam was given none of these things would have
knowledge based upon years of living happened as they did. He replied by saying that he was sitting in his office several
experience. Their individual stories are times when I had called and told his secretary to tell me that he was not in. I'm a busy
often ones of courage, determination, and man .
McKee went on to the next theme.
As a result of what I have just related to you, when I got off the phone that day with
It wasn't until many years later, when sacrifice.
As the administration studies the Mr. Mendelson I had to
remembering Hannah, that I allowed
leave work and go home. Trying to continue giving patient
enrollment and new pr�edures,
myself to shed tears for her, for myself, decli�ng
,
care that particular day might have been disastrous to my patients, especially being
d
to
I
ask
like
to
them
the
consider
and for other children who lived in a world .
questions "What became of the students that I work in surgery.
they couldn't comprehend and were
In the meanwhile, I had submitted an advance registration slip on or about
powerless to change. You see Hannah had for whom the university was originally
been a little Jewish girl in imler's Ger- founded? "What remains of the university December 10, 1977 which was returned to me by Mr. Mendelson December 23 19n
�e blank. I'm not sure that I know what this means. I would appreciate it very
uch if
many. She was of a people at first envi�ioned by_ its . cre�tors?" As
President of
s Uruversity holds a senes
you could evaluate this for me. I also would like to know if a student has the right to
prohibited from full participation in
_
0� meetmgs With e s�dents, I would �sk know the
society by overwhelming bureaucracy and
results of exams, for whatever reason they are given, taken at this
him to be open to hsterung to and meetmg
later for less humane means
_
some of the pressmg
needs of the students University.
Maudell Stevenson
Respectfully yours
Recent legislation has removed many an� to seek to find ways of using the talents
barriers against race, religion and sex but which these students possess.
It was a Spring afternoon in 1952 at
Kenwood Grammar School in Chicago. In
Mrs . McKee's 6A-6B class, the day
proceeded as always through the time
science, and
slots for math, spelling
social studies until it was time for English
(language arts was unknown then) and we
were assigned the task of writing about
some event in our lives after which we
were to read our papers aloud. There were
the usual "The Day 1 Went To The
Museum of Science and Industry" and
"My Summer at Camp" until Hannah got
up to read. She told of the time there were
three knocks at her door and it was opened
to reveal men in uniform who took her
father away. She never saw him again. A
few days later there were more knocks and
more men in uniforms who took her
·
Mother away· She never saw her agam.
Then Hannah began to cry and returned to
her desk in tears. A heavy silence settled
upon the room, broken only by Hannah's
sObs. We did not cry for crying was a sign
of weakness and at twelve years of age we
were aware of "image" among our peers.
I don't recall the end of the story but after
Hannah gained her composure Mrs .

�

�

�

Editorial

•

"The
University
Assembly
has
unanimously approved
the
recom
mendation that University transportation
services to and from the Illinois Central
station be reinstated." (So you may be
able to get from there to here).

Suggestions for Bus Service
Student activities should provide or contract services for
1) Pick-up of students from the· Park Forest South Illinois Central commuter station

and

/

2) Emergency road service of student automobiles on university property.

1. A van or small bus should be provided and operated by Student Activities between
Governors State University and the ICG commuter station. The service should be on a
schedule conducive for connections with the commuter train and with the class
schedules at GSU (including Saturdays) or be operated on an on-call basis. The

service should be free for GSU students. Purchase of the vehicle, bonding, insurance
and licensing of the driver could come from the Student activities fund.
2. An emergency road service vehicle should be provided and operated by Student
Activities. The vehicle should be equipped to handle minor automotive problems such

as flat tires, battery jumps, empty gas tanks, etc. The vehicle should be leased or
purchased with monies collected as student activity fees . The operators could be paid
as employees of the Student Activities office. A University subsidy could be provided
for operating cost from the parking lot fees collected.

In the absence of any University recognition of its responsibility or obligation to

provide the aforementioned services, the Student Activities office should take on that

responsibility. All GSU students are commuters therefore the monies collected from

students should be spent with their interest and needs as commuters in mind. A case
should be made for the University to provide these services using the following

points;

1. Major inconveniences in the commuting process will act as counter incentives for

continued or increased attendance at the University;

2. The past University - provided free bus service from the Richton ICG commuter

station serves as a statement of the University's obligation;

3. Other Universities provide these same or greater services for their students even

in competition with regular bus services and commercial road service operations.

While that case is being pursued, the representatives of the student interests should

act to insure that the services be provided
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Patrie McCoy

"Why?" I asked myself as ·I gaze upon the big blue sculpture that now stands on the
first.floor of the G.S. U. building near the child care center. "Why is this piece of great
art kept so near a place where a large number of children are located?" Months ago
little six-year-old Turon Parker cut part of one finger on the sculpture when it stood in
the C.C.S. lounge which may be the C.C.S. lounge area? G.S.U.'s policy does not allow

G.S.U. vehicles to be used to transport people to the hospital because the school
cannot carry high risk insurance. Turon was transported through the courtesy of
quick thinking officer Larry Bonner of Security, who used his own car. As a result of
this John Payne University Professor of C.C.S. said that "the sculpture was 'arrested'

and taken from the building."
But why I asked wasn't it moved to a less dangerous place when it was brought back
to the building which would even be the C.C.S. Lounge Area? John said, "that the
weather did not permit this because the road going to the lounge could not be plowed."

"The sculpture is so large it can not be carried through the halls of G .S.U." "It takes
eight men and a truck to move the sculpture to the door of the lounge." "And even this
has to be accomplished by twisting and turning" he further stated. But why I still
wondered was it allowed to remain near a place children are always around. I asked
chief Orawiec what he intended to do about this sculpture and where it stands and he
told me he "recommended it be moved."

and asked when
So I then called Mr. Wickersham of Building and Plant's Operation
be moved to e
will
it
and
days
few
a
"In
said,
be
and
moved
be
to
going
the piece was
because It
sculpture
new art exhibit gallery." I feel this will be the best place for the
as well as
sculpture
the
touch
and
over
will still give G.S. U. students a chance to walk
to be an
meant
was
sculpture
this
explain
did
John
Because
enjoy looking at it.
"Audience Participation" piece.
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"My Sweet Charlie Readies For First Run at GSU"
By Pamela Toll

A broadway production, and award-winning movie that was made for TV, "MY
SWEET CHARLIE" will be headlining the 1978 theatre productions at GSU.
"MY SWEET CHARLIE," a play by David Westheimer, will be presented
February 17, 18 and 24, 25 at 8 P.M. in the Drama Workshop Theatre. The play stars
professional actor, Douglas Alan-Mann as "Charlie."
The 25 year old Mann has performed professionally around the Chicagoland area
since 1972 in a variety of theatre performances. He is associated with "X-BAG," the
Experimental Black Actors Guild, and is presently the Drama Coordinator and
resident director for the Lemont Zeno Theatre. Mann has appeared in a variety of TV
and radio commericals including MacDonalds, Walgreens, Prudential Life, "Illinois
Bell's Show and Tell Series, which is currently running on TV, and Kentucky Fried
Chicken. He has also done commericals for AfroSheen, Easy Spread Frosting and the
Chicago Radio Theatre - "Chicago Stories."
The character of "Charlie" is highly educated, Black, New York lawyer who comes
to assist the Negroes of the predjudiced-scorned, white-dominated south. The play
takes place in the contemporary setti,ngs of the 1960's. While involved in Civil rights
work, Charlie becomes a victim himself, and must flee for his own life. The female
lead, played by GSU student, Linda Murphy is "Marlene." Murphy personifies the
innocence and ignorance of a poor, white, southern girl who has

run

away from home

because of a "problem."
Trying to make do, she ends up in an empty house in a deserted summer colony.
Charlie on the

run,

ends up there on his desperate journey. The play is spellbinding

with its conscious-raising interactions between Charlie and Marlene, as they realize
how different-yet, how much alike they are. My Sweet Charlie is a sensitive drama,
laced with humor to make the seriousness of their situation a reality.
Supporting cast members are all GSU students or employees. Janet Hilton, an HLD
student, plays the kind, Mrs. Larabee. William Hurley who has humored us befort> in
the GSU production of a DR. IN SPITE OF HIMSELF, exchanges humor for drama in

Bill Hurley and Janet Hilton as Jack and Laura Larabees, during a tense scene.

a climatic scene as Mr. Larabee.
Joe Meredith who's familiar face is often seen in the LRC, plays the bigoted George
Treadwell. And Gordon Richards plays the passe' Dr. Kerchival.
The play is being guest-directed by ex-GSU student Charles Smith. Smith, who is an
experienced play director and actor has incorporated unique changes into the script
using the best of the novel, " My Sweet Charlie," and intertwining completed details
that had been omitted from the original script adaptation. Al Freeman Jr. and Patty
Duke played the lead roles in the made-for-TV version which won Duke an emmy as
best actress that year.
The set designed by Dave Reeve depicts the realism of the play as we step into the
lives of Charlie and Marlene. Construction was assisted by the handyworks of CCS
student Donald Crayton, and the sound for the show will be produced by CCS student
Ron Wirth.
"My Sweet Charlie" is expecting the largest turnout for

this production than any

other GSU past performance, due to an extensive advertising campaign throughout
the Chicagoland area. Hurry and make your reservation by contacting the theatre
office at 534-5000 ex. 2119, 2143 for tickets to be purchased at the box office the night of
the performance. Persons wishing to purchase their tickets in advance may do so at
the cashiers office at GSU. Admission: General $2.00, Seniors, children, alumni, and
students w-ID $1.00. ALL GSU STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE

•

My Sweet
Charlie
A sensitive
drama laced
with humor
to n1ake the
senousness
of their
situation

""

Mr. Treadwell (Joe Meredith> shows Charlie what he thinks of him.

PbotoSby ICC
MY SWEET CHARLIE
GUEST DIRECTOR'S NOTE,

•

a reaI.Ity...

"
Actor Doug Mann does a professional job
of portraying "Charlie."

"Cooperation from the GSU Theatre
staff, ICC, University Relations and the
Innovator has been unbelievable." All
have extended themselves to make "My
Sweet Charlie" a success.
The only problem to date was that of
casting the show. I wanted to use as many
registered GSU students as possible in the
show. To fill the roles our playactors were
literally "shanghied" from registration
lines.
I find it hard to believe that with the
first-class facility, and staff that is here at
GSU, that more students aren't involved in
tll theatre.
Charles Smith

"htle workicg on the shows, "the
Seahorse," and "East Lynn," as a student
at GSU, I noticed very few students in the
audiences. GSU students are admitted to
the productions fr.ee of charge, and that
may be a mistake. Potential audiences
have a tendency to believe that if a show is
free, it's not worth seeing.
In any case, I hope that "MY SWEET

CHARLIE" will �e lp change this trend in
terms of student audience participation,
and enrollment in the excellent theatre
courses."

Charlie (Mann) tells Marlene <Murph)!) the way things are and that it's "Got to be."
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Linda Murphy as Marlene.

Pa!tft.

Thank you,
Chuck Smith,
Guest-Director
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Veterans Coluinn
VA Successfully Treats
Drug Addicted Veterans
In a study recently completed at West
Side VA hospital in Chicago, drug
dependent veterans received significant
benefits from treatment for drug abuse.
The study, to be published in the In
ternational Journal of the Addictions,
followed 469 veterans over the course of
their treatment. The patients were con
sidered "hard core" addicts.
They were addicted to heroin for an
average of eight years; they spent an
average of three years in prison ( mainly
for crimes against property and for nar
cotic crimes ) , and they were mostly
unemployed for over one year.
In addition, they were multiple drug
abusers taking heroin, alcohol, marijuana,
Talwin, and occasionally cocaine. Many
had psychiatric problems. Most patients
had been treated for drug dependence on
two other occasions without success. They
were considered inveterate and refractory
to treatment efforts.
The study found that after six months in
decreased
use
heroin
treatment
significantly and these gains were
maintained after one year in treatment.
At the end of one year in treatmeot, 84
per cent were employed fulltime, and their
arrest rate dropped to near zero. The
patients showed no measurable gains in
participation in school or in training
programs while in treatment.
In contrast to success seen for patients
remai ning in treatment, those who
dropped out within 30 days and followed up
one year later, were found to have in
creased their heroin habit over the
previous year while their arrest rate
remained unchanged.
Only 18 per cent of this group were
working fulltime and a few were in school.

In addition to tne pooa· Ot..tcome ror un
treated drug dependence, many of
dropouts were in jail at the time o
followup, and three per cent of th
dropouts had died during the intervening
year due to drug-related deaths.
According to Dr. Robert J. Craig, Ph. D.,
clinical psychologist who conducted the
study and who is also the program director
of the Drug Treatment Center at West Side
VA, " drug dependence can be successfully
treated, but patients must remain long
enough for treatment to take effect. "
One problem noted by the study i s the
high dropout rate during the course of the
study. Dr. Craig cautioned that the results
should be interpreted against the fact that
those who remain in treatment might be a
different type of drug addict than those
who drop out. Nevertheless, great op
timism was felt for those who could
remain in treatment.
Dr. Craig said that "although the public
outcry against drug abuse seems to have
subsided, the problem remains, and the
VA's efforts to treat drug dependence is no
less intense. Because of widespread
publicity given to drugs in Vietnam, it is
often thought many older veterans may be
unaware that the same treatment is
available to them . "
I n the Chicago area, three o f the four VA
hospitals have specific programs for drug
dependent veterans. The other two are
Hines and North Chicago VA hospitals.
Dr. Craig said that the study clearly
documents that drug addiction will not go
away on its own and, if left untreated,
causes
continued
medical
and
psycho-social difficulties to the addicted
person.

Checklist for Veterans
A timely and useful check! is� for veterans studying under the GI ' Bill has bee n
suggested by John Heinz, VA representative for GSU. John has these suggestions for
vetePans �ho want receipt of G I Bill checks each month.
• File for benefits at least two months prior to the beginning of the term.
• Register early.
• Avoid dropping classes after registration.
• _Double check on choice of c.!ourses to be sure they fulfill requirements for your
maJor.
• If an interruption in education is necessary, notify the VA and give your expected
date of return to school .
• If you change addresses, promptly notify the post office, VA and the school .
• Submit trall§cripts to th� college admissions and ree'ords office immediately after
application is made. 1his will speed up certification to the Veterans. Administration.
John reminded _veterans intending to use GI Bill benefits that Congress recently
enacted legislation that could have a major effect on veteran students.
For example, VA is now- required to retroactively cancel GI Bill benefits for a
�ourse d�opJ>e<! witliout a �rade or when the grade assigned is "nonpunitive" and is,
m effect, Ignored by the school for graduation requirements.
The new regulations do not apply w�n the situation was caused by.drcumstancefi
beyond the veteran's control·.
But otherwise, a student �ould find himself in debt to the federal government if he
drops courses in certain situations.
It's always best to check with school officials or the VA before dropping courses.

Women'sn e W S
The Bakkee Case,
Challenge to Women's Rights
by Sauue Hatg

Last fall Rita Clancy, a medical student,
began classes at the University of
California at Davis. Clancy, like another
Davis applicant, Allan Bakke, filed a legal
challenge to the special-admissions
program for oppressed nati• "lalities at the
medical school.
She charged "reverse discrimination"
because she is white.
Pending the outcome of Bakke's similar
challenge now before the U. S. Supreme
Court, a federal judge ordered her
�nrolled.
This case might confuse people to the
point where one m ight believe that a
victory for Bakke would be in the interests
of women. After all, one might argue, in a
profession where women are grossly
.mderrepresented, isn't it discrimination if
Black, Asian, and Chicano men are ad
mitted to medical school at the expense of
.vomen?
Nothing could be further from the truth.
To begin with there are thousands of
women of the oppressed nationalities
struggling to get into medical school. It
would be a dangerous step for supporters
of womens rights to support Bakke or
remain neutral in this controversy.
The magnitude of the Bakke case
demands that women take the lead along
with Blacks, Chicanos, students and trade
unionists in fighting to overturn this
decision against affirmative action quotas.
If &he government and employers can
scrap affirmative action, they will be
stronger in their attacks against abortion,
maternity benefits, the ERA and child
care.
The details of Clancy's challenge to the
special admissions program at Davis are
somewhat different than those of Bakke, a
white, male engineer. Clancy applied for
one of the sixteen slots in the special ad
missions plan because, along with race, its
criteria include language and economic
disadvantage.
Clancy, who emigrated from the Soviet
Union seven years ago has a Russian
accent and argued that her family is poor.
Her husband, an attorney, announced that
he took a $7,000 slary cut to move from Los
Angeles so that she could attend medical
school.
The school , however, considered her
application under the regular admissions
plan. Out of 4,400 applicants it named her
fourth alternate for one of the 84 regular
places. She was the first alternate by the
time classes began.
But rather than challenge the plan that
denied her, a qualified woman, one of the
i14 places, she chose to attack the special
admissions program already threatened
by Bakke's lawsuit.
But it wasn't the minority-admissions
program that denied Clancy a place in
medical school. It was the absence of a
parallel program guaranteeing a certain
number of seats to women.

The interests of Clancy and other men
strugg ling to become doctors lie with a
fight to reverse the Bakke decision so that
special quotas in education and jobs can be
maintained and expanded to include more
women and more oppressed nationalities.
Take the profess ion in dispute. 93 per
cent of American doctors are male 98
percent are white. A 1965 survey of 38
countries found only three with fewer
female physicians than the United States Spain, South Vietnam, and Madagascar.
social
indicate
statistics
These
ramifications far beyond the individual
women or Blacks denied entrance to the
profession of their choice.
In no small way do the sexist and racist
attitudes of much of the medical
profession add to a situation where at least
45 percent of American women are
prescribed mood-altering drugs, one-third
of frequently performed hysterectomies
are unwarranted, and poor women are
forced to have sterilizations.
Sex discrimination in medical school
admissions is illegal. But school can easily
avoid such laws by establishing tests and
standards oriented to the cultural and
educational backgrouncm of white males.
What is needed to ensure more Black
and women doctors, and to open up other
professions and skilled jobs, are af
firmative action programs enforced by
quotas.
Such quotas are necessary to put some
punch into anti-sex discrimination
statutes, as shown by the statistics on
women in the work force. Despite gains
made during the last decade, the situation
is still grim.

Between 1950 and 1975 the total number
of employed women doubled. In 1975
women were 40 percent of the work force.
Yet the gap between women's and men's
wages has widened. In 1955 women took
hon:te 64 percent of mens earnings. By 1974
the percentage had dropped to 57.
It is only through affirmative action that
women have begun to get into the better
paying jobs. One of the most important
affirmative action cases was the 1973
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company settlement. Found guilty of
discrimination against both Blacks and
women, AT&T was ordered to cough up $38
million in back pay and raises. Specific
goals for the hiring of women by AT&T
were established - 38 to 40 percent of inside
craft jobs and 19 percent of outside jobs.
AT&T could legally junk this plan if the
Bakke decision is upheld. Thus it is im
portant that women join with others to
oppose the Bakke decision. The Supreme
Court should decide on the case in May.
Groups have called for a March on
Washington April 15 to demand that they
overturn the Bakke decision. For more
information on this action and other ac
tivities for affirmative action, contact
Suzanne Haig at the Innovator, ext. 2260.

A tt en tio n ve te ra ns
Refunds . . Coming
Refunds for the Veteran Christmas Party will be handled by Fred Parker. All those
who bought tickets please come into the Vet Office, Student Services Wing, on Feb. 17,
1978 between the hours of 8 : 30 A.M. to 5 : 00 P.M. Please bring your tickets with you.
Your name and address will be recorded. A check will be sent to your home, for the
amount of your refund.
SCHOLARSHIPS+ +
VETERANS '
Attorney General William J. Scott last
week issued an opinion that the costs of
veterans' scholarships should be carried
by state-controlled colleges or universities
if the state legislature does not ap
propriate enough funds. Scott's opinion
was requested by James R. Washburn,
Director of the lllinois Department of
Veterans' Affairs, who questioned whether
cost· ' rests with the veteran or the school
when appropriated funds are insufficient.
Scott noted statutes authorizing veterans'
scholarships for Illinois residents.. clearly
had intended to provide tuition-free
educations to qualified veterans.
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Film Series

, •••••¥........... .
February 21-"The Autobiography of Miss
Jane Pittman
February 28-"0thello"
March 8-"Fall Safe" (with cartoons )
March 14-BeaUes Festival Part I
March 22-BeaUes Festival Part II
March 28-"12 Chairs"
April 4-"Day for Night"
April 11-"The Marx Brothers Festival"
April 18-"The Summer of '42
April 25-"Come Back Charleston Blue"
May 2-"Dog Day Afternoon"
May �To be announced
FILM TIME :
Single Features:

1 :00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
1 : 00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

Movie Festivals :

I

ADMISSION :
General Admission is $1.00
GSU Students
Citizens

or

staff and senior
.50

<NOTE: All Warner Brothers fllma will be
free to GSU students or staff and senior
citizens)
LOCATION :
Films will be shown in Engbretson Hall
unless notice is posted to the contrary.
M - Maljack S - Swank W - Warner Brothers
• • • • •
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2-18-78 - Kidnapped
2-25-78 - The Island at the Top of the World
3-4-78 - 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
3-11-78 - Perri
ADMISSION : 25 cents per child
25 cents per adult (Adults ac
companying children will be admitted free
For information, call PAUL HODGE at 534
5000. ext. 2142.

ountry

quire

roiler

Has
'All You Can Eat Days'
are fmh days, all you can eat.
Surf and Turf dinDen are the
specialties on Tlundays and

The
Country
Squire
Broiler under the ownenbip
of Paul Kavadiaa ia open
seven days a week.
The reitaurut ia open for
breakfast, lunch and dinner.
1be breakfast hour starta at
7 a.m.
Wednesday and Sunday
are ( all you can eat) chicken
days. Tuesdays aod Frida ys

Saturdays.
Cocktails, beer aod wines
are available for your dining
pleasure.
The
Country
Squire
located at eo& Orchard
Drive, Park Fo�at, ia
for
Plaza
convenient
shoppers or r.esidenta from
the surrounding area .

� <Countrp
�quire
Jiroiler
· Dedicated t o serv.ng the finest quality foods· ·

Some House Fevorites
& Su n. - Fr�ed Ch1cken (all you can eat)
• FFI. - FISh Dinner (all you caft eel)
T h urs . I Sat. - Surf and Turf Dinner

Wed

Tues .

" Good Compar•y! Our B a r
I s At Your Service "

Phone 748-8090

� So. Orchard Drive
Pap l

Park Forest. Ill

Authority on . Death Talks about Life
Jodi Nemeroff
Imagine being told that the
lady you are about to visit has
terminal cancer, no hmband
and six children to support. You
don't know if she has been in
formed about her illness . What
would your reaction be?
This hypothet ical question
was thrown out to the audience
that came to hear Dr. Elisabeth
Kubler-Ross at Freedom Hall,
Feb. 4th, in Park Forest.
The audience contributed
some of their feelings. Some
said they would run, cry, feel
pity, anger, and guilt. "Death is
hard to accept in this society,"
said Dr. Ross, the world
renowed "Death and Dying
Lady," as she is sometimes
called.
Often when people visit a
dying loved one, they avoid the
reality of death and talk about
the weather or some other in
significant space filler. "This
leaves the dying person so
lonely," D r . Ross believes,
"Dying people appreciate
honesty." When you visit a
dying person it is important that
you mobilize your courage and
face your own fear of dying,"
Ross said.
Dr. Ross add ressed the
largest crowd ever at Freedom
Hall. With a standing-room-only
sell out, here was also an ad
ditional room that viewed the
lean woman with a gentle
manner
on
closed-circuit
television. She i s presen tly
working a l m ost exclusively
with dying children, Often, out
of her Flossmoor home, Dr.
Ross sees the young patients in
her kitchen where she serves
cake and donuts. This puts the
children at ease, which is hard
to do in the steril atmosphere of
a hospital.
Ross believes "children have
a pre-conscious sense of when
they are dying." This has been
illustrated in many of the
drawings they do when given a
crayon and some paper. Many
children draw butterflies, which
indicates a lack of fear and
anxiety that are present with
many older people.
When somebody dies that the
child was close to, we often tell
them the person "went to
heaven ." This only serves to
relieve ourselves. We make

believe that it is not so bad and
then often after the funer� l we
show how we really feel about it
and the child is left confused,
Ross points out,.
Also illustrative of the
prevalent attitude of death in
our society i s the way hospitals
don't allow children in a dying
person's room. "We don't think
they can handle it," is the ex
cuse, says Ross.
Dr. Ross told a story about a
little girl who sensed that her
mother was dying, although no
adult would admit it to her. The
girl's teacher noticed that her
performance
d ropped
drastically and confronted the
father about it. He explained
that the mother was dying and
that nobody wanted to inform
the little girl. The teacher, who
had heard about Dr. Ross's
work got in touch with the ex
pert
and
explained
the
situation. Dr. Ross invited the
child over and discussed the
drawing that the little girl had
done in her kitchen. Dr. Ross
discovered that the little girl
actuauy hall a feeling her
mother would not be coming
back from the hospital . "Your
mommy is like a butterfly,"
.
Ross explamed to the child.
"She is going into the cocoon
stage now."
Mter this discussion, Ross
attained special permission to
let the child into her mother's
room at the hospital. " Mommy,
soon you are going to be a
butterfly, " the little girl told
her, without the fear a n d
anxiety that she had felt before
she was included in the reality
of her mother ' s appending
death.
The day after her mother
died, the little girl went to
school to share with her 4th
grade class what had happened.
This brought out stories about

Mon-Thur 4 P . M . - 12 A . M .
Fri - Sat 4 P.M. - 1 A.M.
SUNDAY 3 P.M. - 10 P . M .

Lou's world famous
"gourmet" pi�a In the
pan, judged tops by
panelists, com�s from
his hometown In the
northern regions ef
Italy, Lake Como, It
has been enjoyed by
millions of people 'over
the years for lunch�
dinner or just a snack.

Planned Obsolescence
iE> wh�n y
our new ShoeS
wear cut .before
t.he laces breaK-.

Inflation is whe11.
£1xir.� them costs more
�.n.an ·getting n..ew ones.
Innovator 534-5000
Ext. 2260

people and pets the other
children had lost. "This was
their ftrst seminar on death and
dying," Ross commented. "The
only one who cried was the
teacher. "
The
manner
in
which
someone is informed of a loved
one's death is very important.
Most psychopathology due to a
loss occurs in circumstances
where
an
insensitive
or
irresponsible person did the
informing. This is because
people tend to want to blame
somebody, and they need to feel
that everything was done to
prevent it, said Ross. "For
instance, it is important that the
Doctor inform the parents in the
case of their child's death," she
stressed, "not the nurse."
Some of the accounts of ex
periences on patients who have
been declared dead, sand then
regained consciousness are now
gaining acceptance among
scientists. Ross says that now
there is no question in her mind
that there is life after death, and
she "is a skeptic by nature."
People who have "died" and
come back all report similar
experiences. " People leave
their physical bodies when they
are dying," Dr. Ross said.
"They are consciously aware of
this process. " The dying person
is totally aware of everything
that is going on. One patient
remembered a pa ramedic's
nervous joke while trying to
revive her. "Any disabilities
are shed and you become
whole." One man who is totally
blind remembered the color of
his physician's shirt.
Having a near death ex
perience changes a person's
values, according to Dr. Ross.
Many people say that they
learned how to live fuller only
after flirting with their own
immortality.

"A meal without wiM lt like
e dey without IUnlhiM. '"
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Clfu flnnoualot

Building Closin g
Hours

Universi ty Placement

Announced
1be

and

Cooperative Educati on Offi ce

following information was released

to the Innovator by Melvyn Freed Vice
President of Administration.

M-CL-MH-21 NIGHT SHIPPING CLERK.
Accurate typing ofshipping notices. Good
E-HE-BC-461 - 12 FACULTY POSITION memory, aptitude for figures, would cart
OPENED. Included: Theatre Instructor or vehicles in and out also. 4pm-12midnight
Assistant Professor, Assistant Professor $525 per month.
in Chemistry, Assistant Profesor in
Management
Science,
ETC,
See M-MI.. - MH-88 CAREER POSITIONS IN
PLACEM ENT for Further Details. COMPUTER SCIENCE NOW OPENED. 6
DEADLINE Vary Between February 15, Programmers, Programmer-Trainee,
1978 to May 1, 1978.
Research
EDP,
Data
Processing

: : �:., �:.J...-1Vl l'1 t:��i GUIDANCE COUNSELOR.
in Guidance with State Cer
·:-:uu\;"'�'u'n. Salary $10,960. With no Ex
Starts in April Elt:mentary
--

Workwise

-

-

Q'L'ESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Specialist. See Placement for Further
E-8P-MH-84 GRADUATE ASSISTANT Details.
SHIPS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR
THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1978- 1979.
CONSULTANT REPRESEN
Following areas of study included : T-BC-63
P
VE
A
referably over 25 and married.
.
Learning Disabilities,
Emotionally T TI
w 1u 1nspect Dwldmgs of clients, review
Disturbed, Educable Mentally Retarded,
results with management.
and Trainable Mentally Retarded. Each inspection
Some overnight travel required. South
Award is For $2,320.00 For the Academic
Cook County, Downstate Illinois and In
Year.
diana. Salary plus incentive is over
$11,000.
HS-SW - M H - 5 4 P R O C U R EM ENT
T-BC-64 CHEMIST. Cynamic is
PRODUCTION MANAGER. Must meet
compounder of cleaning and saJlibittion;:::
CETA requirements. Sales Experience a
c h e m i ca l s - - d e t e r g e n t s , d e g r e a s
Must. Good Interpersonal skills. Must own
sealers, floor polishers, etc.-that
Auto. Salary negotiable.
reached the point where a chemist
needed. Work will be primarily re!':P.JIIrt>h,::::
8-MED.T.-MH-10 SUPERVISOR OF X
and development with some snr""'"ri"i'""
RAY DEPARTMENT. New position in
quality control and field problem ..v··�u.....,.,
new physical setting. Supervise 25
Need experience in at least some of
technicals. Must be an x-ray technician
classes of products. We will COJ1Sicler ::::
and have a degree in Business or Health
applicants without a degree if they
Administration. Salary Opened.
adeauate eX!lPriPnt>..
B-SEC-MH -35 TWO SECRETA RIES.
Duties will include typing, filing and
assisting in other general office duties.
Essential qualifications are a typing speed
of 50 w.p.m. and good written and verbal
communications. A good working
knowledge of office procedures is
desirable.
E-EL-MH -122
ELEMEN TARY
B
LINGUAL TEACHER. Must be able
communicate with his-her students and
able to teach subject matter in
stud�nts' primary language, which will
Spamsh. DEADLINE for applying will
Tuesday, Jan. 31, 1978.
E-8P-MH-83 Several openings as •uuuw::.,�:.
BEHAVIORAL DISABILITIES,
NING DISABILITIES, SPEECH
LANGUAGE DISABILITIES
BILINGUAL EDUCATION.
Thes
positions are in WISCONSIN. 1978
range from $9,832 to $2 1,622;
pension which is five percent of
dividual's salary ; Board paid Blue
Blue Shield major medical insurance
Board paid group life insurance.

by Sondra Ricciardi

flilSSific�fiS

M-Ml..-MH-86 THE NEW LIS'!' OF JOBS
FOR THE YMCA OF ·METROPOLITAN
THE
IN
NOW
ARE
CHICAG O
PLACEMENT OFFICE.

OF
COORDI NATOR
CENTER.
GUIDANC E
in Guidance and Coun
related fields. 5 years of
experience including some
eXJlf!rien,f'e outside of education
DEADLINE FEBRUARY 8,

:-:·r··· nr.-n•.-458

M-MI..-MH-87 SEVERAL POSITION NOW
AVAILA BLE IN THE AREA OF
PROFES SIONAL
CLERICA L AND
FIELDS. See Placement for the complete
List of all the Jobs.
M-MI..-MH-78 THE NEW LIST OF YMCA
JOBS OF METROPOLITAN CHICAGO
ARE NOW IN THE PLACEMENT OF
FICE.

Cornelia Robinson
LOVES
Willie Jenkins
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